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 -Colorability of  -free Graphs
C. Hoa`ng  J. Sawada  X. Shu 
Abstract
A polynomial time algorithm that determines for a fixed integer  whether or not a 
	 -free graph can be
 -colored is presented in this paper. If such a coloring exists, the algorithm will produce a valid  -coloring.
Keywords:  -free, graph coloring, dominating clique
1 Introduction
Graph coloring is among the most important and applicable graph problems. The  -colorability problem is the
question of whether or not the vertices of a graph can be colored with one of  colors so that no two adjacent
vertices are assigned the same color. In general, the  -colorability problem is NP-complete [13]. Even for
planar graphs with no vertex degree exceeding 4, the problem is NP-complete [6]. However, for other classes
of graphs, like perfect graphs [10], the problem is polynomial-time solvable. For the following special class of
perfect graphs, there are efficient polynomial time algorithms for finding optimal colorings: chordal graphs [7],
weakly chordal graphs [11], and comparability graphs [5]. For more information on perfect graphs, see [1], [3],
and [9].
Another interesting class of graphs are those that are  -free, that is, graphs with no chordless paths 
of length ffflfiffi . If ff "! or ff# %$ , then there exists efficient algorithms to answer the  -colorability question
(see [3]). However, for ff& "'(*) , or + , the complexity of the problem is unknown; for ff-,/. the problem is
NP-complete [16]. To handle the unknown cases, a natural first step is to consider what happens if the value of 
is fixed. Taking this parameterization into account, a snapshot of the known complexities for the  -colorability
problem of 0 -free graphs is given in Table 1 (under columns 5 and 6, 1 is the exponent given by matrix mul-
tiplication that currently satisfies 243516352(7!8+) [4]). From this chart we can see that there is a polynomial
algorithm for the 3-colorability of :9 -free graphs [15].
In this paper we focus on   -free graphs. Notice that when ; 6! , the colorability question for   -free graphs
can be answered in polynomial time (see [16]). For ; <$ partial results were obtained in [12] when a = -free
graph has a dominating >@? . The main result of this paper is the development of a polynomial time algorithm
that will determine whether or not a : -free graph is  -colorable for a fixed integer  . If such a coloring exists,
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EDff 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . . 12 . . .
3 FHGJILK F-GJILK FHGJM
NEK F-GJIOM
NEK ? ? ? ? . . .
4 FHGJILK F-GJILK ?? ? ? ? ? PQR . . .
5 FHGJILK F-GJILK ?? ? ? PQR PLR PQ0R . . .
6 FHGJILK F-GJILK ?? ? ? PQR PLR PQ0R . . .
7 FHGJILK F-GJILK ?? ? ? PQR PLR PQ0R . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Table 1: Known complexities for  -colorability of  -free graphs
then the algorithm will yield a valid  -coloring. We note that if  is part of the input, then the problem is
NP-complete [14]. We also note the algorithm in [8] that colours a GST UVK -free graph W with XTGYW#K  colours,
where XZGYWUK is the chromatic number of W .
The remainder of the paper is presented as follows. In Section 2 we present relevant definitions, concepts, and
notations. Then in Section 3, we present our recursive polynomial time algorithm that answers the  -colorability
question for [ -free graphs.
2 Background and Definitions
In this section we provide the necessary background and definitions used in the rest of the paper. For starters,
we assume that W5 \GY]:_^`K is a simple undirected graph where ab]@ac 6M and a ^daE 6I . If e is a subset of ] ,
then we let W-GSefK denote the subgraph of W induced by e .
DEFINITION 1 A set of vertices e is said to dominate another set g , if every vertex in g is adjacent to at least
one vertex in e .
The following structural result about   -free graphs is from Bacso´ and Tuza [2]:
THEOREM 1 Every connected [ -free graph has either a dominating clique or a dominating ih .
DEFINITION 2 Given a graph W , an integer  and for each vertex  , a list jGJkK of  colors, the  -list coloring
problem asks whether or not there is a coloring of the vertices of W such that each vertex receives a color from
its list.
DEFINITION 3 The restricted  -list coloring problem is the  -list coloring problem in which the lists jGJcK of
colors are subsets of lmffi*2(n*po .
Our general approach is to take an instance of a specific coloring problem q for a given graph and replace it
with a polynomial number of instances r  sr  sr h  such that the answer to q is “yes” if and only if there is
some instance rut that also answers “yes”.
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Figure 1: The fixed sets in a
 
-free graph with a dominating
> h
where
H v$
.
For example, consider a graph with a dominating vertex w where each vertex has color list lmffi*2(*!($c*'xo This
listing corresponds to our initial instance
q
. Now, by considering different ways to color w , the following four
instances will be equivalent to q :
r
 : w  yffi and the remaining vertices have color lists l2(*!($c*'xo ,
rp : w  z2 and the remaining vertices have color lists lmffi*!($c*'xo ,
rph : w  z! and the remaining vertices have color lists lmffi*2($c*'xo ,
r? : w  6l{$c*'xo and the remaining vertices have color lists lmffi*2(*!($c*'xo .
In general, if we recursively apply such an approach we would end up with an exponential number of equivalent
coloring instances to
q
.
3 The Algorithm
Let
W
be a connected
[
-free graph. This section describes a polynomial time algorithm that decides whether
or not W is  -colorable. Our strategy is as follows. First, we find a dominating set | of W which is a clique with
at most

vertices or a
}h
. There are only a finite number of ways to colour the vertices of | with

colours.
For each of these colourings of | , we recursively check if it can be extended to a colouring of
W
. Each of these
subproblems can be expressed by a restricted list colouring problem. We now describe the algorithm in detail.
The algorithm is outlined in 3 steps. Step 2 requires some extra structural analysis and is presented in more
detail in the following subsection.
1. Identify and color a maximal dominating clique or a
ih
if no such clique exists (Theorem 1). This
partitions the vertices into fixed sets indexed by available colors. For example, if a Z -free graph has a
3
dominating >;h (and no dominating >;? ) colored with lmffi*2(*!xo and Q ~$ , then the fixed sets would be
given by: ?s0h?sh?8s0Y?s?sh? . For an illustration, see Figure 1. Note that all the vertices in
? are adjacent to the vertex colored 3 and thus have color lists lmffi*2($ko . This gives rise to our original
restricted list-coloring instance q . Although the illustration in Figure 1 does not show it, it is possible for
there to be edges between any two fixed sets.
2. Two vertices are dependent if there is an edge between them and the intersection of their color lists is
non-empty. In this step, we remove all dependencies between each pair of fixed sets. This process, de-
tailed in the following subsection, will create a polynomial number of coloring instances lnri{srpsrpho
equivalent to q .
3. For each instance ru from Step 2 the dependencies between each pair of fixed sets has been removed
which means that the vertices within each fixed set can be colored independently. Thus, for each instance
r we recursively see if each fixed set can be colored with the corresponding restricted color lists (the
base case is when the color lists are a single color). If one such instance provides a valid  -coloring then
return the coloring. Otherwise, the graph is not  -colorable.
As mentioned, the difficult part is reducing the dependencies between each pair of fixed sets (Step 2).
3.1 Removing the Dependencies Between Two Fixed Sets
Let   denote a fixed set of vertices with color list given by jJŁVff . We partition each such fixed set into dynamic
sets 0 that each represents a unique subset of the colors in jJŁ{ff . For example: Th h&u&hu&0h
:LZLh . Initially, h :h and the remaining sets in the partition are empty. However, as we start
removing dependencies, these sets will dynamically change. For example, if a vertex w is initially in fh and
one of its neighbors gets colored 2, then w will be removed from  h and added to  h .
Recall that our goal is to remove the dependencies between two fixed sets  and  . To do this, we remove the
dependencies between each pair ( =s ) where  is a dynamic subset of u and  is a dynamic subset of 
 . Let
fl
jGS`K and fl jGY#K denote the color lists for the vertices in  and  respectively. By visiting these pairs in order
from largest to smallest with respect to a fl jGS&Ka and then a fl jGY&Ka , we ensure that we only need to consider each
pair once. Applying this approach, the crux of the reduction process is to remove the dependencies between a
pair GSs#K by creating at most a polynomial number of equivalent colorings.
Now, observe that there exists a vertex  from the dominating set found in Step 1 of the algorithm that dominates
every vertex in one set, but is not adjacent to any vertex in the other. This is because  and  are subsets
of different fixed sets. WLOG assume that  dominates  . Now, consider the (connected) components of
WGS&K and W-GY#K . If a component  in WGS&K is not adjacent to any vertex in  then the vertices in  have
no dependencies with  . The same applies for such components in  . Since these components have no
dependencies, we focus on the induced subgraph   W-GSyl{EonK with these components removed.
This graph is illustrated in Figure 2 where the small rectangles represent the components in WGS&K and W-GY#K
respectively. It is easy to observe that  is connected (if not, then there are components _- of  , each of
which contains a vertex in  and a vertex in  ; it follows there are edges GS*K of   and G  _(K of   such
that p*_  induce a [ ).
THEOREM 2 Let  be a connected } -free graph partitioned into three sets  ,  and l{o where  is adjacent
to every vertex in  but not adjacent to any vertex in  . Then there exists at most one component in WGS&K
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Figure 2: Illustration of the graph  from two dynamic sets
that contains two vertices  and  such that  is adjacent to some component  `¡¢WGY&K but not adjacent to
another component    ¡£WGY&K while  is adjacent to    but not    .
PROOF: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there are two unique components ¤¥{¤-@¡¦WGS&K with
p*f¡O¤d and  _@¡O¤H and components  0U§  u and  uh§ z ? from WGY&K such that:
¨
 is adjacent to  0 but not adjacent to   ,
¨
 is adjacent to   but not adjacent to   ,
¨¢ is adjacent to   h but not adjacent to   ? ,
¨
 is adjacent to  u? but not adjacent to  h .
Let ©8 denote an arbitrary vertex from the component  
 . Since  is  -free, there must be edges GSp*K and
G

_(K , otherwise p©c{©8* and  ©8hp©?_ would be  s. An illustration of these vertices and components
is given in Figure 3 - the solid lines.
Now, if     ª  h , then there exists a    ª*©    _ . Thus,    and   h must be unique components, and
 «fl_ p? must be different as well for the same reason. Similarly  0¬§ ~ ? . Now since ©mp©8h  cannot be a
 , either  is adjacent to  h or  must be adjacent to   . WLOG, suppose the latter. Now p*©(©? implies
that either  or  is adjacent to  ? . If the latter, then *©m?_E  would be a [ which implies that  must be
adjacent to  u? anyway. Thus, we end up with a }f ­p©?np©8  which is a contradiction to the graph being

 -free. ®
From Theorem 2, there is at most one component ¤ in W-GS&K that contains two vertices  and  such that  is
adjacent to some component  ¡LWGY&K but not adjacent to another component  
¯¡QWGY#K while  is adjacent
to  p but not  « . If such a component exists, then we can remove the vertices in ¤ from  by applying the
following general method for removing a component ° from a dynamic set | .
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Figure 3: Illustration for proof of Theorem 2
Remove Component
Since ° is  -free, it has a dominating clique or :h (Theorem 1). If this dominating set | can be colored
with the list fl jG | K , we consider all such colorings (otherwise we report there is no valid coloring for
the given instance). For each case the coloring will remove all vertices in the component from | to other
dynamic sets represented by smaller subsets of available colors. Observe that since  is fixed, the number
of such colorings is constant.
If there are still dependencies between  and  , then we make the following claim (observing that the graph
 dynamically changes as  and  change):
CLAIM 1 There exists a vertex ±¡4 that is adjacent to all components in ²GY&K . Moreover, ± dominates all
components of ²GY&K except at most one.
PROOF: Let ±"¡\ be adjacent to a maximal number of components in ²GY&K . If is not adjacent to all
components, then there must exist another vertex ±
³¡O and components  0_ p¡Q such that ± is adjacent to
 
 but not    and ±p³ is adjacent to    but not    . This implies that there is a    v±«©  p©  ±³ where ©  ¡£  
and ©8#¡Q u unless ± and ± ³ are adjacent. However by Theorem 2, they cannot belong to the same component
in ¢GS&K since such a component would already have been removed - a contradiction.
Now, suppose that there are two components  [ and  u in ²GY&K that ± does not dominate. Then there exists
edges GJ©  ©x³

K`¡ 
 and GJ©  ©(³

K&¡ 
 such that ± is adjacent to ©  and ©  , but not ©k³

nor ©(³

. This however,
implies the  © ³

©k{±0©8n©
³

- a contradiction. ®
Now we identify such an ± outlined in this claim and create equivalent new coloring instances by assigning ±
with each color from fl jGS&K}´ fl jGY&K and then with the list fl jGS`KZfi fl jGY&K . If ± is assigned a color from
fl
jGS`K
´
fl
jGY&K , then all but at most one component will be removed from ²GY&K . If one component remains,
then we can remove it from  by applying Remove Component. In the latter case, where ± is assigned the
color list fl jGS&KTfi fl jGY#K , ± will be removed from  . If there are still dependencies between  and  , we
repeat this step by finding another vertex ± . In the worst case we have to repeat this step at most a @a times.
Therefore, the process for removing the dependencies between two dynamic sets creates at most F-GJM0K new
equivalent coloring instances.
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Since there are a constant number of pairs of dynamic sets for each pair of fixed sets, and since there are constant
number of pairs of fixed sets, this proves the following theorem:
THEOREM 3 The restricted  -list coloring problem for  -free graphs, for a xed integer  , can be solved in
polynomial time.
COROLLARY 1 Determining whether or not a : -free graph can be colored with  -colors, for a xed integer
 , can be decided in polynomial time.
We will now analyze the algorithm in more detail to provide a rough estimate of its complexity.
CLAIM 2 Removing dependencies between two xed sets produces F-GJM _µ¶7·*¸(¹»º K subproblems.
Proof. As mentioned earlier, removing dependencies between two dynamic sets produces F-GJM0K subproblems.
Each fixed set contains at most FHG¼2 tV½  K dynamic sets. Thus, between two fixed sets, there are F-G¼2 ¿¾ t½ À K pairs
of dynamic sets to consider. The claim now follows. ®
There are F-G¼2 t K fixed sets. So there are FHG¼2  t K pairs of fixed sets. Thus, removing dependencies between all
pairs of fixed sets produces FHGJM  µ¶7·*¸(¹»º  µ¼· Kf \FHGJM Á ·_¸8µ K subproblems, in each of these subproblems at most
fiUffi colors are used.
Let Â`G¼EK be the number of subproblems produced by the algorithm with  being the number of available colors.
Then Â`G¼EK} vM Á ·*¸µ Â`G¼TfiOffiVK with Â`GffiVK: ~ffi . An easy proof by induction shows Â`G¼EK=Ã<GJM Á ·*¸µ K t  vM t Á ·*¸8µ .
Thus, the complexity of the algorithm in Theorem 3 is FHGJM t  Á ·_¸8µ K .
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